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Climate Survey
cut, make, trim - research phase

One of the first things we did on our journey to 
create an interactive data visualization regard-
ing co2 emissions, was to create a survey. 

We wanted to get a feeling on if and how 
people are concerning themselves with the 
climate crisis. Our impression of the survey 
was that people already know a lot about the 
problem, even down to individual behavior 
adjustments. 

In the end this questionnaire help guide our 
hand into not wanting to scare people with 
 figures if imminent doom, but rather help 
them to inform themselves even further in a 
pleasant and maybe even playful manner.

Next we started to research possible subject 
matters and corresponding data sets. We were 
interested in the fashion industry from an early 
stage, but we also focused on subjects such as 
meat consumption, insect- and general bio-
diversity. 



Miro Board of Doom
cut, make, trim - research phase



Meat on the Bone
cut, make, trim - research phase

At this point we already started to release some of our crea-
tive musings into sketches and animations. We considered 
omni-directional data visualization so everyone around the 
table could get the information. We thought about dragging 
& dropping species unto maps to see their impact on he eco-
system. We even thought about complex three-dimensional 
clusters of connected dots, showing the codependencies be-
tween species over time. 

In the end however we had to make concessions towards the 
available data. Even if we’d wanted to pursue a certain subject 
field, without the proper data sets we felt very uncomfortable 
combining and interpreting numbers without a proper file 
from a collaboration partner.



Data Collection
cut, make, trim - research phase

The first time Paulina came to our rescue was when she helped us in finding this re-
port by McKinsey&Company. It’s actually quite hard to find any further information 
on the fashion industry beyond this document, that would of a similar scope and 
quality. We focused mainly on two sets of data: the overall co2-emissions split into 
categories as well as the factors of how these categories might be reduced until 
the year 2030. 

Since the category shares aren’t expected to grow linearly until 2030, we were 
missing a piece of data showing the future pie chart. We could still make it work 
well enough to communicate the essence of the piece and so we soldiered on, 
creating our first design concepts.



Inspiration Moodboard
cut, make, trim - research phase



Early Exploration
cut, make, trim - ideation phase

After spreading our research to a variety of topics 
on co2 emissions we went in to the fashion industry 
branch. Through our ideation process we navigated 
towards interactivity, data and an appealing visual 
language. We collectively prepared the ground to 
put our seeds to fruit and simply started sketching 
scenarios. We found ourself with more questions 
than before.

How might we display dynamic information? What 
makes our concept different to an informative 
 video? Where is the silver lining in between aesthe-
tically appealing and understandable? Can we 
match our knowledge of working with data visual-
ization tools as D3.JS and our vision of a beautiful 
interface? How will the user end up with a sensi  bil-
ity to the topic?



Physical Prototyping
cut, make, trim - ideation phase

Luckily we spent a lot of our time in Svenjas atelier, 
surrounded by the tools of the trade in the fashion 
industry. This was not only very inspiring but also 
helpful in getting to experiment with materials and  
having Svenja be our guide through the world of 
fashion production. 

We experimented with weaving patterns from 
threads and jacquard patterns to display informa-
tion through the weaving of threads alone. We were 
very intrigued by the idea of letting the user weave 
a personalized fabric entirely unique to his interac-
tion with the data visualization.



Webbing & Embroiling
cut, make, trim - ideation phase

One concept we pursued for a while was a quite complicated way of having spindles of 
thread represent emission categories in diameter and thread length. Furthermore these 
threads could then be unspooled, creating a bar chart made of fabric. By cutting these fabrics 
in size correlating to the projected saving potential we hoped the user would learn about 
possible measures for carbon reduction.

Many of these ideas can be found in an adapted form in the final prototype, but the spin-
dles we were courageous enough to leave behind, after a more simple and understandable 
concept didn’t seem to materialize. We then started looking into methods of visualizing re-
ductions again, which is were an idea for an embroiling board emerged, as well as the final 
patchwork concept .



Patchwork Sketches
cut, make, trim - ideation phase



Patchwork Illustrations
cut, make, trim - ideation phase



Patchwork Concept
cut, make, trim - ideation phase

After we had presented our spindle concept for 
a second time and still couldn’t really simplify the 
idea to a level were it was easy to communicate, 
we started exploring alternatives again. What we 
liked about the spindles was that the subject matter 
was tied to the visualization on a tactile and visc-
eral  level. We also enjoyed the idea of displaying 
color ful fabric instead of dreary black on white data 
points. It was then when the idea of visualizing the 
data using a treemap made out of differently col-
ored fabrics emerged. After further development 
and mentoring the concept took on a more con-
crete shape: 

The fashion industry alone accounts for at least 4% 
of all global co2 emissions. In our interactive data 
visualization created for a large touch table, the 
user can learn more about how these emissions 
can be reduced. When stepping up to the table, the 
user sees a patchwork made of colorful fabrics. The 
patches represent the different factors contributing 
to these large co2 emissions. The size of the patch-
es correlate directly with the portion the category 
contributes to the total carbon footprint of the in-
dustry. 

By touching one of the fabrics, the corresponding 
label reveals information on what measures should 
be taken to reduce the selected categories co2 
emissions. By tapping the “Check Reduction“ button 
now visible on the label, the patch of fabric shrinks 
in size and the potential in co2 savings gets  added 
to a white “carbon saved“ pattern. After a patch 
has been reduced, it takes on a slightly washed out 
app  earance, indicating that it can not be interacted 
with further. After having gone through all nine fab-
ric patterns, the user has reached the final screen of 
the journey, showing that 2/3 of all emissions could 
be saved by the year 2030. 



Coding the Real Deal
cut, make, trim - production phase

After the treemap concept had solidified itself, we 
decided to pursue a two track approach to our pro-
duction. We would develop a high fidelity illustra-
tion of our idea inside an interactive prototyping 
tool (figma in this case). At the same time we would 
try to code a working sketch of the concept using 
d3.js.

We suspected that our programming skills as well 
as the time given, wouldn’t be sufficient to create 
anything usable in the final presentation, but we 
still wanted to see how far we could get. After a 
while and some very generous help from Paulina 
we had a working prototype based on a template 
we found online. 

The sketch while not being very aesthetically 
pleasing, allowed us to showcase the interaction 
of reducing the individual categories in size, while 
simultaneously adding the saved amount to a cor-
respondingly growing rectangle on the treemap.



d3.js Treemap Code
cut, make, trim - production phase



Interactive Prototype
cut, make, trim - production phase

For our high-fidelity prototype we created a linear user journey, allowing us to showcase and 
test interactions and animations beyond our d3.js sketch. The user could explore the treemap 
along a predetermined path, reading and morphing the design through the interaction.  Test-
ing within our group, we could already implement some improvements.

We allowed the user to touch the entire square of fabric and not just the label. This way the 
person touching the table was guaranteed to stumble upon an interaction point. The  dynamic 
layout also brought some challenges with it, as components had to be sized just right to fit 
all possible design states while still being legible. For the purposes of demonstration we also 
shortened the steps required to reach the end state of the design. 



Fabric Preparation
cut, make, trim - production phase

Our concept called for the creation of many 
different patterns of fabric. The biggest 
 challenge in creating these patterns, lay in 
there assembly into a larger patchwork. This 
was because the fabrics would have to form 
a harmonious whole when displayed next to 
one another other.

We had to decide early on what look we want-
ed to achieve in terms of realism and playful-
ness, so that we had time enough to iterate in 
different pattern styles, colors and assemblag-
es. In the end we created many beautiful pat-
terns, not all of which managed to find repre-
sentation in the finished product. 







Patchwork A
cut, make, trim - project documentation



Patchwork B
cut, make, trim - project documentation



Patchwork C
cut, make, trim - project documentation



Patchwork D
cut, make, trim - project documentation



Conclusion & Reflection
cut, make, trim - production phase

Looking back at this project, we are quite satisfied with 
what we have achieved, the methods that brought 
us here and the fun that we allowed our-selfs to have 
along the way.  As always though we had to make con-
cessions to time and skill. Especially irksome is that the 
final prototype’s data and treemap don’t precisely cor-
respond to one another. 

Of course we would have liked to improve our code 
even further, to a point where we could have had a 
high-fidelity and fully functioning prototype both. We 
would have also liked to create subdivisions within the 
treemap and we were missing some data in the report. 
Most importantly though we would have liked to see 
many more people experience our data visualization 
on the touch table.

Having to find and interpret our own datasets was a 
challenge to the point of irresponsibility. Our coding 
skills too, were insufficient for achieving the task at 
hand. In the end however, we made the most of our cir-
cumstance and we believe the final product is evidence 
of our great teamwork.









end
cut, make, trim - project documentation


